
TERMS AND CONDITIONS / APPLICABLE SINCE SEPTEMBER 2022

Thank you for choosing us as your ceramic school.

You have purchased a package of 4 class sessions. It is important that you let us know as
soon as possible which days and times you would like to complete them so that we can
reserve your spot.

Remember that it is important to spend them within a maximum of 8 weeks from your first
class session. Any class not completed after this time is forfeited.

In continuation, please read carefully and guide yourself by the following terms:

CANCELLATION POLICY:

The price of the 4-session class package is non-refundable. It is important that you are sure
you will be able to attend the whole pack before purchasing.

MISSING LESSONS:

Our courses are structured in weekly progressing steps, so it is imperative to choose the 4
class sessions you will participate in when you register. However, it is possible to reschedule
one class to another date - (subject to availability) - if you notify us one week prior to the
class that you’ll miss, at the latest.

This same policy applies to lessons missed due to illness or self-isolating, no refund or
reschedule available with less anticipation than 1 week.



MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES:

● 2 hours of practice before the class session. The practice hours have to be done on
the class day, they are not transferable to other days and they are not recoverable

● The right to use all the tools and machinery that you need, provided that at the end of
use you leave everything clean and return it to its place (do not leave anything drying
on the sink)

● The right to use the clay, slips and glazes that the studio provides. During its use, be
careful not to leave the clay pack open to dry and take care not to contaminate the
different materials you work with.

● Materials and firings for up to 8 pieces, which size will not be larger than 20 wide x 15
high (or 15 wide x 20 high) cm. If you make more pieces than that or you make
different sizes, you will need to pay for the materials and firings of those pieces a fee
according to quantity and size. (E.g.: for a stoneware piece of 1 litre of volume the
final cost - materials + bisque firing + glaze firing - will be 2,2€).

● If, at the end of your 4 classes package you decide to enrol in our ongoing course,

you will benefit from a free registration fee.

LOGISTICS:

● Make sure you sign all your pieces. As the pieces without an owner tend to
accumulate and to clutter up the space, the studio will recycle any piece not signed,
immediately and without prior notice.



● We will inform you when your pieces are ready to be picked up. To maintain order
and good flow in the studio, please take your pieces home as soon as possible. The
time limit for the studio to store your pieces is 2 weeks from the time you are notified
that they are ready. If this time passes and you have not come to pick them up, the
studio has the right to dispose of your pieces, without any further notice.

HEALTH:

● The workshop is a closed space, therefore:
● never use toxic or volatile substances
● do not sand dry pieces

● Thoroughly clean the common areas after the use.

● 10 minutes before the end of the class please start to carefully clean the tools, the
machinery and the space where you worked. Clean and wash the table area and
mop the floor of all areas where you worked. Ceramic materials produce a lot of
dust and letting it accumulate is detrimental to our health.

● For the good of the community, if you are experiencing a contagious infection (e.g.
COVID, flu, cold) you are asked to only return to the studio once you are fully
recovered.



COEXISTENCE:

For the classes to develop in a pleasant, beneficial and fluid way for all of us, please make
sure to:

● Never disrespect anyone and never forget good manners. If you have a conflict of

interest with any person in the studio (or in relation to the studio) make sure to solve
it in a friendly way or communicate it to your teacher;

● Never make comments or act in an offensive or discriminatory manner based on

gender, sexual orientation, race, nationality, religion, or special needs that anyone
may have;

● Do not touch absolutely anything that is not your own work and materials. In most

cases the pieces in your environment are unfired and fragile and can be broken very
easily;

● Thoroughly clean the plasterboards in the kneading area just after you finish using

them

● Make sure to return all the studio goods (tools, wheel, buckets, etc.) to their place;



● Make sure to return all the goods from the kitchen and the resting area (cups, plates,
books, etc.) to their place.

Thank you very much for being part of our group of students. Enjoy your stay with us.

Date:

Signed by the creative manager of 137° Ceramic Art Studio:

Signed by the student:


